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ABSTRACT

In the present paper the mathematical validity of a model on the spread of an
infectious disease is proved. This model was proposed by Bailey in [2]. The mathematical
validity is proved by means of a positivity, uniqueness and existence theorem. Moreover
the Jarge time behaviour of the giobal solutions is analyzed. In spite of the apparent
simplicity of the problem, the solution requires a delicate set of techniques. It seems
very difficult to extend these techniques to a model in more than one dimension without
imposing conditions on the data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A mathematical model, proposed by Bailey [2, p. 172], describing the spread
of an infectious disease (or a rumour) in a confined spatially continuously distributed
population is analyzed. The mathematical validity of the model is proved by means of
a uniqueness-existence theorem. With u{t,x) and v(t,x) representing spatial densities of
susceptibles and infectives, the model is described by the following system of strongly
coupled reaction-diffusion equations

(1) u, — 8uxz = — II + v) in (0, oo) x (0,1)

(2) v, - ifvxz = fiu{avct + v) - An in (0, oo) x (0,1)

supplemented boundary and initial conditions

(3) u*(t,0) = U l(f , l ) = 0 = !;*(*, 0) = vr(t, 1) in (0,oo)

(4) >0, v{0,x) = vo(x) > 0 in

The factor a refers to the spatial influence of infectives, and 9 and tp to the migration-rates
of susceptibles and infectives, respectively. Here it is assumed that all these influences are
both local and isotropic: this accounts for the operator d2fdx2w = uiTI. Here $, ip > 0,

In the case where a = 0, system (l)-(4) has been studied by Capasso [3] in the
space H := £'(0,1) x I'fO, 1) and Webb [9] in H := C(0,1) x C{0,1) but with the severe
restrictions 8 = <p and the living area of the populations an interval. Haraux and Kirane [5]
extended the work of Webb to n-dimensional regions {n > 1) and different migration-rates
Q and 93, see also the recent paper by Fitzgibbon and Morgan [4]. It is worth noting that
usual techniques like lower-upper solutions, invariant regions, etc... are not applicable to
system (l)-(2). The difficulties come not only from the negative sign in the reaction term
in (1) but also mainly from the nonlinear term — 0auvxx.

Recently, Kirane and Kouachi [6] succeeded to get L°°(fi) - a priori bounds for
positive solutions to (l)-(4) only under the restriction <p < 9 but with no restriction on the
space dimension. Their method is to transform system (l)-(2), via the auxiliary function
S{ti,v) :=u + v + H + log(—u/if), where H := (ip - 8)laf3 < 0, into a parabolic equation
for which the maximum principle is applicable.

In this paper we are concerned with the existence of global positive solutions to
(l)-(4). Some integral bounds are derived (Wt2(0,l))-bounds) and hence global existence.
Although, no restriction on the migration rates is needed, the method seems to be restric-
tive to the spatial dimension equal to one. As stated in the abstract, it seems that there
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is some obstruction to extend these techniques to a model in more than one dimension
without imposing some conditions on the data.

Our main result now reads

THEOREM 1. Let ua,v0 be functions in W1'2^,!) (Sobolev space of L2-type), and sat-
isfying

1/0(1} > 0 , i ' o ( x ) > 0 on [0 ,1] .

Then, there is a unique positive solution (u,v) to (l)-(4), with initial data (uo,uo) and
satisfying the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition (S). Moreover

Km ||t.(i>||« = 0 ,

and there exists a constant u such that

lim | | u ( 0 - « t l ™ = 0 -
t—'+00

and if Ua ^ 0, vie have u > 0.

Remark. The stationary system of (l)-(4) have solutions of the form (u, 0) where u is a
constant.

In Section 2 we shall give some a priori estimates for solutions to (l)-(4). In
Section 3 we shall give the proof of Theorem 1. Throughout the present paper C denote
a constant which may change from line to line.

2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR NON NEGATIVE SOLUTIONS

In this section we shall give some a priori estimates for a solution (u,i>) to (l)-(4)
on(0,T).

A few words about notations.

We denote by V2(QT) 'he Banach space consisting of all elements of the usual
Sobolev space W''2(0,l) with norm

w s

where

n:=(o,i) , QT•= (o,T) x a
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In the sequel, the following lemma is used.

LEMMA 1 [8, p. 77]. Foru € V2(QT), the following inequality holds

(5) \IQT <

C depends on meas (U) and T > 0; where T is any finite number.

At this stage, observe that system (l)-(4) is parabolic in the sense of Petrovskii
only when « > 0, t> > 0. It is welt known that in this case, the elliptic operator associated
to (l)-(2) is normally elliptic and hence by a very recent result of Amann [1, p. 85] system
(l)-(4) admits a classical local solution, that is, u,v e C(Q x [0,TmM), VK1'2(S)))nC2'1(n x
(0,rm l»),R+) , even more if uo,va € C°°(Ji), thenu,u e C°°(fi x (0,Tm a l),R+), Moreover
we have the alternative

(-4) lim

So in order to get global solutions it is enough to establish Wrl-2(fl)-bounds for

u mand v.

We begin with essentially £2(fi)-bounds for u and v.

LEMMA 2. Let (u,t;) be a solution to (l)-(4)- we have

||«||j,n < C, H 2 , f i < C, \\v.x\\2,qT < C

(6) H»«ll2,QT < C, IHIi.gr 5 C, HHIi.gr < C

Proof. First we have

(7) {u-\-v)t-(0u-\-^v)II =-\v in fix(0,oo)

Multiplying (7) and (1) through by (u + v) and (9 + <f}/aj3, respectively, integrating over
QT, using Green's formula and adding the resulting equations yields

/ (u + v)1 + 2(0 + tp)/a0 I udx-r
Jn Jn

+ 2
J

= I
Jn <c
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Hence

(8)

LEMMA 3. let (u,v) be a solution to (l)-(i). We have

(9) IKb.fi- < C, \\vt\\3,a < C

Proof. Multiplying (2) through once by 2v and another time by —2awlr, integrating over
Qx and adding the resulting equations, we have thanks to Green's formula

/ (v2 + av\)dx + 2ip I [v\ + av2
rl)dtdx + 2a2/} f uv2

XIdtdx +
Jn JQT JQT

+2a\ I v\dtdx = 2pf uv2dtdi + f (v2 + av%x)dz

(10) <W I uo2dtdx + C
JQT

To bound 2 Jo uv2dtdx, we use the Schwarz inequality and Lemma 1.

(11) 2 j uv2dtdx < I \i*dtd-i-+ I o'dtdx < I v*dtdx + C\u\o
JQT JQT JQT JQT

Using Gagliardo-Nirenberg's inequality and Lemma 2, we obtain

(12) \\V\\4,QT<C,

where C depends on T and meas (il).

Finally, estimates (10), (11) and (12) provide

(13) lkrb.fl < C, K , b . Q r < C, \\UV2\\1IQT < C .

Now, multiplying (7) through by —2(u + v)rI and integrating over Qf provides

IK + "xlli n + 2 / (8ulr + (8 + ¥>)«„«>„ + vvlr)dtdx =
JQT

(14) j
JQT

2\ j {vuZT + vl)dtd.r (uOz + vOx)
2dx

Observe that for any £, TJ €

(15) ee

Making use of (15) and the £>inequality ab < ea2/2 4- b2/2e with a := uIZ, b = v and
e = e/X, yields

(16) llu. + v.n|.n < A 2 | ^ | | 2 ,

Using (9) and (13) we infer

which provides

(17) <C .

3. THE PROOF OP THE THEOREM

Proof of Theorem 1. The a priori estimates established in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are
those required by the result of Amarm (or the alterative (A)) in order to have a global
solution. So we have a global solution,

Remark. The approach followed here is based on the result of Amman which uses
a reduction of the system into an equation in a Banach space and then applications of
analytic semigroup theory in appropriate space. Of course, a pure PDEs approach is also
possible. Lemmata 1 and 2 provide u, v £ C"'a{Cl). Then by a result of Kruzhkov, Castro
and Lopez [6], equation (2) provides v € C2l"(Cl) which in turn is used in equation (1) to
give M 6 C2l°(fi). Now, for the existence of solutions one can make use of Leray-Schauder's
fixed point theorem.

It is clear from the proofs that the dimension 1 of the domain fi is crucial.

4. UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION

THEOREM 2. The solution to system (l)-(Z) it unique.

Proof. Let (u,v), (u,v) be two solutions to (l)-(4) with the same data. Multiplying
the equations satisfied by the differences U — u — u , V = i> — v through by U and V,
respectively, and integrating over Q yields

(18) iihwlfi) = -Wdla -off f uZIU
2 -affj uVITU

at 2 Ja Jn



-/} f vU2 - 3 I uUV
Jn Jn

Jn Jn

we have
- I vIZU* = 2 / vcUUr < C£D\\U\\l a + —\\Vz\\l ,

Jn Jn €o

- I uuvlt = ((uV)^ = / utUV* + [ auxvx
Jn Jn Jn Jn

+ WAI + I ||1 n

V\\lja

The integrals jQ vzxUV and j a vVV can be estimated alike. Collecting all the
estimates yields

for some Lt depending on all the € in the previous estimates. Then the desired uniqueness
result follows at once, since U = V = 0 at tiinn t = 0.

Finally, for the large time behaviour one can follow the argument used in Haraux-
Kirane [5] to deduce that (u,u) stabilizes for large time to the stationary solution which is
of the form (u,0). Moreover, as in [5] one can show that if ua ^ 0, then ti > 0. Note that
by Lemma 1, the system is dissipative.
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